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TO OUR READERS
What could be more useful to independent service technicians who

work on BMWs than a publication dedicated specifically to them?
That's the idea behind the magazine you're holding, TECHDRIVE.  

BMW of North America both sponsors the publication and provides 
much of the information that's included. A big part of the rationale 
behind TECHDRIVE is the belief that if you are able to diagnose, repair
and maintain BMW vehicles properly and efficiently, your reputation and
ours will be enhanced.  
TECHDRIVE's combination of feature service articles (written from both

BMW tech information and interviews with successful independent BMW
specialists), new technical developments, systems evolution, as well as
the correct BMW replacement part, and service bulletins are intended to
help you fix that BMW right the first time, on time. Our list of BMW dealers 
will assist you in finding Original BMW Parts.
There's more to this effort, including highly-informative and user-friendly

web sites, which we'll explain in future issues. 
We want to make TECHDRIVE the most useful and interesting technical

magazine you receive, and you can help us do that. Please email us at
editor@techdrivemag.com and let us know what topics you'd like to see
covered, and provide any other comments you might have. With your
involvement, this publication can evolve into one of your most 
important tools. 

Thanks for your continued interest.

For more information please email us at: 
editor@techdrivemag.com



ORIGINAL BMW PARTS... NEARBY
Wherever you are in the United States, 
there’s a nearby source of Original BMW Parts
for your customers’ BMW vehicles.
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FEATURE ARTICLE

Keep the Fuel Flowing

Following the fuel from the gas cap
to the injector tip



Getting an engine to run is easy. All you
have to do is provide the right amount of
fuel, mix it with the right amount of air, com-
press this mixture to a fraction of its normal
volume, fire the spark plug at exactly the
right time to ignite the air/fuel mixture, and
you have a running engine.
Okay, so it really isn’t that easy. Modern

BMW engines are carefully designed to
provide optimal performance and minimal
emissions across their entire operating
range. Precise amounts of fuel and air must
be present in the combustion chamber
when the plug fires to provide the perform-
ance BMW owners expect, and to meet the
emission levels the government demands.
Fuel, air, and spark are equally critical. A
problem with any of the three will cut per-
formance and possibly prevent the engine
from running at all. This article covers trou-
bleshooting the typical return-type fuel
system; future articles will cover returnless
EFI, air management and ignition systems.

On BMWs, the Engine Control Module or
ECM (called by BMW the DME and also
known generically as the PCM for
Powertrain Control Module) regulates fuel
pump operation and the amount of fuel
entering the combustion chamber, but it
does not monitor actual fuel delivery. In
other words, the onboard computer system
turns the fuel pump on and off, and pre-
cisely controls injector operation, but there
is no sensor to actually detect fuel flow.

Be safe

Remember, gasoline likes to burn -- in
fact, it really has no other purpose except to
catch fire and burn rapidly, almost explo-
sively. It doesn’t matter to the gasoline
where it burns. Inside an engine's cylinders
is no better a place than under the hood, on
your clothes, or all over the shop. Always
observe all the safety rules whenever you
are working on the fuel system:

• Have a fire extinguisher handy.

• Never smoke or have any open 
flame near gasoline.

• Make sure other technicians in the 
area are not smoking, using a 
grinding wheel, or creating a spark.

• Always store gasoline in an 
approved safety container.

• Make sure your work area is 
well ventilated.

• Use a fluorescent or LED droplight, 
never the kind with a regular 
incandescent bulb.  It's a fact:  
More shops burn because of 
droplights than from any 
other cause.

Several special tools are needed to effi-
ciently diagnose BMW fuel delivery prob-
lems, including:
• The Modic/DIS/GT1 (BMW offers

Online Diagnostics as a low-cost alterna-
tive. Go to www.bmwtechinfo.com).
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Of course, nothing would happen if
the ECM/PCM didn't complete the
circuits to the fuel pump and the
injectors by providing ground. Still,
look for other problems before con-
demning  th is  dependable  (and
expensive) component.



• A good digital multimeter (DMM).
• BMW’s Universal Adapter (Part 
Number 88 88 6 614 410), which 
makes it easy to test connections with
out damaging the pins or harness.
• The Fuel Hose Clamp Tool (Part 
Number 13 3 010).
• The Relay Bypass Switch (Part 
Number 61 3 050) should be used 
when fuel vapors are present. 
The switch eliminates the risk of 
electrical arcing.
• Check fuel pressure with the handheld 
fuel pressure gauge (Part Number 13 3 
060), or equivalent.
• Special Tool (Part Number 13 5 270) is 
used on systems with “quick release” 
couplings between the fuel filter and 
the pressure supply hose.
• Adapter (Part Number 13 5 220) is 
used on systems with a treaded fitting 
on the fuel rail.
• Injector leak down is tested using 
Special Tool (Part Number 88 88 5 000
362).

Fuel system basics

BMW now uses polyethylene fuel tanks
to reduce weight and eliminate the possi-
bility of corrosion, which can introduce rust
flakes into the system. Early SULEV/PZEV
vehicles (M56 engine) used a stainless
steel fuel tank. All late models have a “sad-
dle tank” that straddles the drive shaft. This
design allows for a lower profile, space sav-
ing tank, but it creates two low spots, one

Fuel System
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Most auto repair shop fires are started
by droplights.  So, use the fluorescent
or LED type when working on the fuel
system (courtesy Ferret Instruments).

Although not as impressive as a lab
scope or a scan tool, a good DMM will
always tell you the truth -- if you know
how to use it.



on each side of the drive shaft. Instead of
using two fuel pumps, a single electric
pump is in the right (passenger) side.
Gasoline in the le ft (driver) side of the tank
flows to the right side via a siphon tube.
When the ignition key is turned to “on”

the ECM energizes the fuel pump by com-
pleting its ground. This primes or pressur-
izes the fuel system. However, if the ECM
does not receive a signal from the
Crankshaft Position Sensor that the crank
is indeed turning, the ground connection is
broken and the pump stops running. Only if
the ECM gets a signal that the engine is
turning over does the fuel pump remain on.
Any physical restriction upstream from the
pump will cause the pump’s pressure relief
valve to open.
Fuel leaves the tank, passes through the

fuel filter, and pressurizes the fuel rail and
injectors. A one-way check valve prevents
fuel from flowing back toward the fuel
pump. The check valve also helps keep the
fuel rail and injectors “primed” after the
engine is shut off.
In the typical return-type fuel system,

the pump provides more volume and pres-
sure than the engine requires. During nor-
mal operation, the Fuel Regulator Valve
maintains the system at the required pres-
sure and returns excess fuel to the tank.
Fuel flow in the return line not only goes
back to the tank, but also provides the
siphon effect to draw fuel from the left
side of the tank.
With the fuel rail and injectors uniformly

pressurized, the ECM controls the amount
of gasoline injected by varying the length of
time it opens the injectors by grounding
their solenoid windings.  This is called
"pulse width," "millisecond value," or "ms
value."  The amount of fuel that enters each
cylinder is, of course, based on the comput-
er's programmed response to input from
various engine sensors. Pulse width/ms
value is determined by ECM programming
and numerous inputs, including those for:
• Battery voltage
• Throttle position
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Here's a typical BMW saddle tank,
which straddles the driveshaft and
exhaust pipe.

• Air flow in mass
• Crankshaft position and engine rpm
• Cylinder ID
• Engine coolant temp
• Exhaust oxygen content

While cranking, battery voltage goes low,
so the ECM increases the ms value to
compensate for injector “lag time.” After
the engine starts and battery voltage
jumps to normal, the ms value is reduced
because the injectors respond faster when
voltage is higher.
Cold starting requires additional fuel, so

the ms value is higher. The ECM adjusts ms
value as signals from the Engine Coolant
Temperature Sensor change.
For the first few crankshaft revolutions

during cranking, additional fuel is provid-
ed by all injectors simultaneously (Parallel
Operation). Then the ms value is gradual-
ly reduced as the engine comes up to
speed .  When  t he  eng ine  speed
approaches idle rpm, the ECM recognizes
the Camshaft Position and switches to
Semi-Sequential injection.



speed drops below the governed limit. The
engine speed governor is independent of
vehicle speed. However, this protective fea-
ture can be overrun if the engine exceeds
redline because the driver missed a down-
shift with a manual transmission.
If there's a malfunction in the ignition sys-

tem that would cause excess unburned fuel
to enter the exhaust stream, the ECM will
shut down the injectors to the affected
cylinders to protect the catalytic converter.

Troubleshooting

A fuel delivery problem, causing a no
start, hard starting, or poor performance
could be caused by a defective sensor.
Typically, this would trigger a code. The fuel
delivery problem could also be caused by
something in the fuel system that doesn’t
set a code. If one or more codes are pres-
ent, follow the recommended diagnostic
procedure(s). But if there are no codes
present, you will have to troubleshoot the
fuel problem the old-fashioned way, step-
by-step.
First, make sure there's gas in the tank!

Many “won’t start” and “quit running” com-
plaints have been solved by filling up, much
to the chagrin of all parties. If the fuel gauge
reads empty, believe it.
Next, and especially important, test pres-

sure by using a high-quality gauge and the
correct adapter to tap into the fuel system.
If fuel pressure is up to specs in all modes,
that still doesn't mean there's enough vol-
ume.  But checking the actual amount of
gasoline the pump is capable of supplying
is risky business -- don't blow up!
To test fuel pump pressure, install a fuel

pressure gauge in the connection between
the fuel filter and the fuel pressure regula-
tor. Remove the fuel pump relay from the
panel and connect the Rely Bypass Switch
across terminals 87b and 30. This will allow
activation of the pump without turning on
the engine. If the pump doesn’t run, there is
a problem in the electrical supply to the
pump or the ECM is not completing the
ground to the pump.

During cold start-up, the ECM opens all
injectors at the same time (Parallel
Operation) for every complete revolution of
the crankshaft. However, during warm-up,
the ECM takes inputs from the Camshaft
Position Sensor and shifts to “Semi-
Sequential” operation, which times injector
opening closer to intake valve opening.
When the engine is cold, optimum fuel

metering is not possible due to poor air/fuel
mixing and an enriched mixture is required.
The Coolant Temperature input allows the
ECM to adjust the injection ms value to
compensate during warm up, then mini-
mizes the injected fuel at normal engine
operating temperature.
At idle, minimum fuel is needed and the

ms value is low. At wide open throttle, max-
imum fuel is needed and the ms value
increases. The exact ms value at any time is
changed as inputs to the ECM change. 
BMW engines are governed or limited by

the ECM, which shuts off the injectors
when engine speed reaches 6,500 RPM.
Injector operation resumes when engine

Fuel System
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With the exhaust system and the dri-
veshaft dropped, you can see the part
of the tank that connects the two
sides of the saddle.



If pressure and volume are both okay,
there may be a contamination problem. It
doesn’t take much water (or whatever) to
shut down a fuel-injected car. Draw a sam-
ple of gas from the very bottom of the
tank, deposit it in a clear glass dish and
inspect it.  If there's a “blob” at the bottom
of the sample, you have a bad water prob-
lem. Also, any sign of rust or dirt means
serious contamination.
If there's clean gas in the tank and system

pressure is normal, either there's trouble
with the ECM's network of sensors and
wiring (or, very rarely, with the ECM itself),
or perhaps the injectors are plugged.  While
the latter condition isn't as common as it
once was, it can still happen.
On most BMWs, access panels to reach

the fuel pump and sending units are under
the rear seats. Remove the seat cushions
to get access to the tank. There are two
panels on the “saddle” tanks, the driver
side panel is for the siphon tube and one
sending unit. The passenger side panel
accesses the fuel pump, pump pickup, and
pump filter. On SULEV/PZEV vehicles, the
fuel pump, carbon canister, and other com-
ponents are permanently sealed inside the
fuel tank. These components cannot be
serviced separately.
When the pump is off, pressure should

be maintained in the system. If more than
.5 bar (7 psi) bleed-off is observed in five
minutes, the injectors may be leaking, or
the fuel pressure regulator may be stick-
ing open.
The Fuel Pressure Regulator should only

open when the pressure in the fuel rail
exceeds 3 bar. The regulator should remain
closed when the engine is off to keep pres-
sure in the rail. If there is fuel flow back to
the tank after the engine is shut off, the reg-
ulator is sticking open.
Over the years, various tools have been

available for testing injector leakage.  In one
type, you immerse the injector tip in water,
then pressurize the injector with shop air
and watch for bubbles.

Pump output should be at least 3 bar
(43.5 psi) and the volume should be at
least the amount specified for the model
car. If pressure or volume is low, the pump
may be worn out, its electrical connec-
tions may have resistance, or perhaps
there's a blockage.
In cases of low psi and/or volume, inspect

all the lines for any evidence of crushing or
crimping. BMW has issued several service
bulletins for various models. Consult these
bulletins.  Another possibility, of course, is
a clogged filter. We've often removed them
and found them so blocked that it was
impossible to blow through them.

Very few troubleshooting steps can
tell you more than a simple fuel pres-
sure check.  Check KOEO, running,
and "dead head" (fuel pressure valve
or regulator hose clamped).
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FEATURE ARTICLE

Rack & Pinion for Performance

The latest steering technology 
is under the hood of a BMW



From the nimble 3 Series to the luxurious
7 Series, BMWs are bred to perform.
Skilled drivers know that when you are
behind the wheel of a BMW, you can use all
of the car’s power to the limits of tire adhe-
sion and your driving ability.
The level of performance that BMW

offers requires the careful design and inte-
gration of many systems. One of the most
important is steering, which is why BMW is
a leader in steering technology.
Rack and pinion steering is found on

BMWs that get driven the hardest.
Compared to the other common steering
system, recirculating ball, rack and pinion
provides a more sensitive road feel and
quicker response to driver inputs. In addi-
tion, rack and pinion steering is compact
and lightweight, important considerations
in any car.

Evolution

Over the years, rack and pinion steering
has evolved through several generations of
development.

1 .The originals were simple, 
manually-powered units.

2.The first major advancement was 
hydraulic power assist. A belt-driven 
pump, powered by the engine, 
provides hydraulic pressure through a 
spool valve to the steering assembly, 
making the steering wheel very easy 
to turn.

3.The ZF Servotronic assembly 
represents the third generation of rack 
and pinion technology. The unit is 
linked to the onboard computer 
systems. Vehicle speed inputs to the 
steering controller govern how much 

effort the driver must employ. Reduced
effort is required during standstill or 
slow-speed maneuvers, such as 
pulling into a parking space or making 
a tight turn at an intersection or drive-
way. More effort is required as vehicle 
speed increases for better stability.

4.The BMW Z4’s version of rack and 
pinion steering is electrically powered 
and electronically controlled, eliminat
ing the need for hydraulic components
and their bulk, weight, and leak poten
tial. On 3 Series, 5 Series, and 6 
Series vehicles, the optional Active 
Steering system combines Servotronic
assist with a planetary gear reduction 
system to adjust the steering ratio 
based on vehicle speed. 
Active Steering offers the driver a 
faster effective ratio for low-speed 
maneuvers, and a slower ratio for 
high-speed stability.  
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BMWs have sophisticated suspen-
sions that keep those fat tires in solid
contact with the road surface. But
responsive driving characteristics still
wouldn't be possible without equally-
sophisticated steering systems.

Electrical power steering systems have the
potential to eliminate all the negatives
associated with hydraulic assist.
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Rack And Pinion

Basic anatomy

Even at its current level of computerized
sophistication, the basic rack and pinion
steering design has remained the same as
it's been for decades. At the end of the
steering column, inside the housing, is a
pinion gear. The teeth of this gear mesh
with the teeth on a straight metal bar, the
“rack,” that is set at 90 degrees to the
steering column. 
Attached on the left and right ends of the

rack are inner tie rods. The inner tie rods
connect to the outer tie rod ends. The
outer tie rod ends are attached to the

steering arms. The inner tie rod ends and
the rack and pinion housing are protected
by rubber bellows that seal out road con-
tamination.
To put the action as simply as possible, as

the driver turns the steering wheel, the pin-
ion gear teeth turn and engage the rack
gear teeth. In response, the rack moves
either left or right, which in turn changes
the direction of the front wheels.
The advances in BMW steering technolo-

gy include variable ratio steering, elimina-
tion of “bump steer,” and the newest, all
electronic/electrical system that eliminates
hydraulics.

One of the latest innovations combines hydraulic and electric assist. (1) Electronic
control unit, (2) Yaw rate sensor, (3) Hydraulically-assisted power steering unit with
combined planetary gear and electric control motor.
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Variable Ratio

Steering “ratio” is the measurement of
how much you must rotate the steering
wheel to turn the front wheels a given dis-
tance. It is measured in degrees—the num-
ber of degrees that the steering wheel must
turn in order to pivot the front wheels one
degree. The higher the first number, the
less effort it takes to turn the steering
wheel. The trade off for reduced steering
effort is that the steering wheel must be
turned farther to change the direction of the
front tires.
Early rack and pinion steering had a fixed

steering ratio. BMW and other carmakers
later added “variable ratio steering.” When
the front wheels are straight or turned to no
more than about 40 degrees, the steering
ratio is low for faster response. This offers
more control of the car, especially at high-
way speeds.
As the front wheels are turned more, the

steering ratio increases, reducing the effort
required to turn the steering wheels. This
makes it easier for the driver to make tight
maneuvers such as parking or turning a
corner at an intersection.
On rack and pinion steering, variable ratio

steering is accomplished by changing the
cut of the rack teeth. Near the center of the
rack, when the front wheels are straight, the
teeth are cut at approximately a 20 degree
angle. Away from the center and closer to
either end of the rack, the gears are cut at
40 degrees. 
Several BMWs incorporate engine

speed into the steering control, via the
onboard computer system. The system
takes input from vehicle speed sensors
and front wheel angle sensors to adjust
the amount of assist applied to the steer-
ing system. At higher speeds, less assist
is provided for more precise control. At
lower speeds, more assist is given for
increased driver comfort.
All rack and pinion steering units suffer

from “bump steer,” which is movement of

the steering wheel when the tires hit a bump
or dip in the road. Although the tires and
suspension are designed to absorb most of
this force, many rack and pinion assemblies
are so sensitive, there can be noticeable
movement in the steering wheel. For driv-
ers, bump steer is at least an annoyance
and, in severe situations, a safety risk. 

Goodbye Bump Steer

To eliminate bump steer on its power
steering units, BMW incorporates a spe-
cial valve assembly into the power steer-
ing system. This rotary valve has a motor,
six control grooves, and a sleeve that is
connected to the pinion. The valve body
has axial grooves that are matched to the
control grooves.
A torsion bar connecting the valve

motor, the pinion, and the valve sleeve
keeps the valve motor centered. Driving
down the road, torque can be transmitted
to the valve body either from the steering
or from the front wheels (bump steer).
This torque twists the valve motor relative
to the valve sleeve. The twisting motion
shifts the position of the motor’s control
valves relative to the axial grooves in valve
body.
When the torque and resultant twist

comes from the steering wheel, the
grooves direct pressurized power steering
flow in the correct path to turn the front
wheels in response to inputs from the
steering wheel.
But when the force applied to the valve

body comes from the opposite direction —
up from the front wheels instead of down
from the steering wheel — power steering
flow is directed to counter the bump steer
input. Even if the steering wheel is rigidly
held, the valve body rotation corrects for
“bump steer” without causing steering
wheel movement.
As soon as the bump steer influence is

over, the valve assembly re-centers itself to
return to the straight-ahead position. 
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Until recently, a driver’s choice was man-
ual steering or hydraulic assist, but the
BMW Z4  now offers something complete-
ly different: Electric assist power steering
from ZF. The ZF Servolectric system is new
to BMW. It probably won’t show up in your
shop for a year or two, but the first time you
see the system under the hood, you will
appreciate its advantages.
ZF Servolectric uses a controller that

monitors steering wheel movement. When
driving straight ahead, Servolectric remains
in stand-by mode and requires no electrical
power. When the steering wheel is moved,
sensors measure the steering torque and
steering speed. This data becomes input to
the engine control module. The ECM then
signals the Servolectric unit to provide the
correct amount of power assistance. Based
on the ECM’s signal, the Servolectric motor
transmits the required torque to the pinion.
All this is done virtually instantly.
The Servolectric system totally elimi-

nates all the components associated with
hydraulic power steering. Gone are the
belt-driven pump, fluid, hoses, and connec-
tions, replaced by a compact electronic
controller and a small electric motor provid-
ed to BMW as part of the steering column
assembly. With the size and weight reduc-
tion, and the elimination of a belt-driven
pump, Servolectric boosts engine perform-
ance and fuel economy.
Unlike hydraulic units, Servolectric is

completely independent of engine opera-
tion. Full assist is also available at idle
speed, making it more convenient
when parking or making tight maneuvers
in a congested area.
And because it is electronically con-

trolled, Servolectric is easily incorporated
into sophisticated dynamic stability control
and crash avoidance systems.
With all of its advantages, you can

expect electrically-powered electronical-
ly-controlled power steering to quickly
replace the old-school hydraulic systems
on coming models.

Electric Steering

Hydraulic assist, better known as power
steering, makes it comfortable to drive any
vehicle, even the biggest car or SUV,
because steering is so easy. Put a person
who has only driven vehicles with power
steering in a manual steer car and you are
guaranteed to hear complaints of “I can’t
turn the wheel” or “There is something
wrong with the steering.”
The comfort and convenience of

hydraulic assist steering has its price, how-
ever. Hydraulic units are large, heavy, and
help increase underhood temperatures. 

Rack And Pinion

Some late-model BMWs have the
power steering pump combined with
the water pump, which may come as
a surprise.
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Service and Troubleshooting

Despite its relatively small size and
weight, BMW’s rack and pinion steering
unit is very durable and typically lasts the
life of the car, even under the aggressive
driving conditions that are common for
many BMWs.
However, nothing is perfect and steering

problems can occur. Common complaints
include:

1.The car pulls to one side, or the 
steering wheel must be held off 
center to drive straight.

2.The steering is stiff or tight.

3.The steering is loose. The car tends 
to wander or the driver has to turn 
the wheel more than normal to get 
a response.

4.Leaks.

Complaints about pulling to one side,
stiffness, or looseness are usually symp-
toms of suspension, tire wear or underin-
flation, or alignment problems. Stiffness in
a BMW with hydraulic power steering can
also be caused by a worn pump, loose
belt, low fluid, or leaks. Only after check-
ing the tires, alignment, and the suspen-
sion system should you consider the rack
and pinion steering assembly as the
source of the complaints.
Leaks and torn bellows are the most

common problems with rack and pinion
steering. External leaks are obvious
because you can see the fluid. Internal
leaks are detected by pressing on the rub-
ber bellows protecting the inner tie rods. If
any fluid is felt inside the bellows, there is
a leak.
Servicing the Servolectric units will

require following the trouble code and trou-
bleshooting procedure similar to any elec-
tronic/electrical device on the car.
Shop level repairs or rebuilding of rack

and pinion steering assemblies is not

recommended because in-shop service
has a very high failure rate. In fact, it is near-
ly impossible to find repair kits because
there is little or no demand for them. It is
faster, easier, and you have a much lower
risk of a comeback when you replace a bad
rack and pinion steering assembly.
To provide the best service for your cus-

tomer, pull the old rack and pinion unit,
flush the power steering fluid thoroughly,
install a new BMW assembly, fill with the
recommended P.S. fluid, replace any worn
suspension components, and do a com-
plete wheel alignment. Then you can send
your customer back on the road with the
taut, precise steering that BMWs are
known for.

Any power steering pump takes up a
lot of space in the engine compart-
ment, needs a belt and pulley, and
has vulnerable pressure and return
hoses.
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Protection at the Micron Level

Filter replacement is low-tech work, 
but filter technology is very high-tech



Performing regular fluid and filter mainte-
nance is the single most important thing
you can do to ensure that your customers
enjoy their BMWs for as long as they like.
Despite its critical importance, most

shops consider fluid and filter changes to
be “low-tech.” However, when you know
more about BMW filters, you will under-
stand that the “low-tech” replacement pro-
cedure reflects the very high-tech engi-
neering that goes into designing and mak-
ing modern filters. And, if you take just a
few extra seconds to examine the old and
new filters and interpret the results, you
raise the skill level of filter replacement
considerably.
In engineering terminology, filters don’t

“prevent contamination,” they provide
“contamination control.” A perfect filter
would allow all the air or liquid to pass
through unrestricted for maximum efficien-
cy, while blocking all contaminants for max-
imum protection. But no filter can provide
100 percent efficiency and 100 percent
protection.
Think about a one-cylinder, fuel-injected

engine that has a straight section of pipe
for an intake manifold. If the pipe is open,
airflow is 100 percent efficient because
nothing restricts air movement into the
engine. But protection is zero because
there is nothing to block any airborne con-
taminants.
Cover the pipe and protection goes to

100 percent because nothing can get in.
But efficiency drops to zero because the
engine can’t run either—there is no air
available.
In addition to efficiency and protection,

filters are also rated by capacity, or the vol-

ume of contaminants a filter can hold
before it becomes overloaded. The greater
the capacity, the longer the service interval.
Premium grade filters, like BMW’s, incor-

porate proprietary media, unique flow
design, and quality construction for optimal
levels of efficiency, protection, and capaci-
ty. Discount filters typically cut corners on
media, flow design, and construction so
they cannot match the service levels of a
premium filter.
Before getting into the specific filters,

there are some basic procedures you
should follow when replacing any filter.
1.Determine how long it has been since 
the last filter change, according to your 
shop records, or the owner's mainte-
nance records.
2.Compare the condition of the old filter 
to the time and mileage indicated on 
the records. If the car is at its proper 
scheduled service interval, but the filter
is very dirty, your customer’s driving is 
probably in the “severe duty” category. 
Recommend more frequent service 
intervals to your customer because of 
his or her driving pattern.
3.If the filter is very dirty and the car has 
not been serviced in a long time, advise
your customer on the importance of 
sticking to BMW’s recommended 
service intervals. If your shop has a 
customer reminder program, verify 
the customer’s current contact 
information and update your reminder 
system records.
4.If the filter isn’t excessively dirty, but 
the service internal is overdue accord
ing to your records, your customer may 
be getting service work done else
where. If the old filter isn’t from BMW, 
you know for sure the customer is 
going elsewhere. It’s time for some 
serious customer relations to promote 
your shop and its ability to provide the 
best possible service for your 
customer’s BMW. 

Cabin filters represent a very nice profit
opportunity for service shops. Using
Original BMW quality replacements, such
as this premium charcoal unit, insures per-
fect fit and performance, and customer
satisfaction.
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Air filter

Air filters work hard. True, air filters are
not exposed to the temperatures and/or
pressures that fuel filters, oil filters, and
transmission filters face. But in terms of
volume, air filters work the hardest
because burning a gallon of gasoline in an
internal combustion engine uses about
10,000 gallons of air! And every gallon of
air passes through the air filter before it
enters the engine.
Air filters must capture dust, pollen,

soot, carbon, sand, and other airborne
contaminants. If these contaminants were
not captured, they would cause internal
engine wear. The standardized SAE test
for air filters requires a mixture of contam-
inants, ranging in size from 0 to 80
microns, to enter the filter. The filter
capacity is calculated on the total volume
of contaminants the filter holds before
becoming too clogged to provide suffi-
cient airflow to the engine.
Premium air filters are designed to be

especially effective at capturing 10 to 20
micron size particles because these parti-
cles have been shown to cause the fastest,
most severe engine wear.
New air filters are “oversized” with excess

capacity. A new filter can hold contami-
nants while still allowing as much airflow as
the engine needs. When changed at the
recommended service interval, the filter
should still be able to meet maximum air-
flow needs, despite the contaminant load.
However, if kept in service too long, or
exposed to unusually high levels of con-
tamination, the contaminant load will begin
to restrict airflow. The reduced airflow
causes a drop in overall performance,
especially full-throttle acceleration. 
When replacing an air filter element,

inspect the old one. If it is excessively dirty,
it usually means your customer is not stick-
ing to BMW’s recommended service inter-
nal. In rare cases, an excessively dirty air fil-
ter means the car has been exposed to very
high levels of contamination—ask your
customer where he or she has been driving.

Filter Tech

Whenever you are doing major engine work, such as this intake manifold gasket replace-
ment job, wouldn't it be foolish not to replace that air filter?
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Desert areas during sand storms?
Regardless, if this is a chronic condition, rec-
ommend more frequent service intervals.
Before installing the new filter, check the

air box to make sure there are no dents,
cracks or other damage. And look at the fil-
ter to make sure it is OK. Never install a fil-
ter that has any sign of a defect. Wipe the
air box clean, seat the new filter, and secure
it. The air box fasteners should be snug, but
not difficult to secure.

Oil filters

The BMW onboard engine oil monitoring
system that was first introduced on some
models in 1999 makes it easy to tell when
oil and filter changes are needed. But if your
customer’s BMW doesn’t have the oil mon-
itoring system, and especially if he or she
drives in severe conditions (city traffic, trail-
er towing, etc.), take time to review the sit-
uation and recommend an oil service inter-
val that provides adequate protection for
that particular car.
According to a survey done by a member

company of the Filter Manufacturers
Council, only about 20 percent of vehicles
are regularly driven under “normal” condi-
tions. The remaining 80 percent—4 out of
5 cars on the road—are driven under
“severe” conditions. Even aggressive
BMW drivers might think they are “normal”
drivers because BMWs are meant to be
driven hard.
Your customer is probably in the severe

category if he or she:

• Frequently takes trips that are less than
four miles, which do't allow the engine 
adequate time to warm up and reach a 
desired operating temperature.

• Spends a lot of time idling. And 
remember that idling doesn’t just mean
having the car stopped and the engine 
running. It also includes stop and go 
driving.

• Does long-distance, high-speed driving

when air temperatures are high, 
typically summertime vacation driving.

• Does a lot of driving on dirt, sand or 
gravel roads, or in areas when there is a
high level of dust.

The media in a BMW oil filter does an
excellent job of balancing protection and
efficiency. The media will capture 98%+ of
all particulate matter, but without causing
excessive backpressure. Anytime a fluid
must flow through a filter, there is some
backpressure -- it cannot be avoided. But
BMW filters keep the backpressure so low
it doesn’t interfere with the lubrication
system. 
For several good reasons, late-model

BMWs use cartridge-type oil filters.  In
other words, the filter housing is perma-
nent, and only the element is disposable.
Typically, the cartridge is located in an
easy-to-reach spot, too, so a filter change
is easy.  Just remember to always replace
the O-ring.

Filter Tech

Whether it has a metal cap . . .
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Some older BMW models, however, use
the spin-on oil filter, which has a lot of tech-
nology in a relatively small package. Oil
enters the center of the filter, passes
through a specially designed filter media,
and then reenters the lubrication system.
As the oil passes through the filtering
media, any particles suspended in the oil
are trapped to prevent them from returning
to the engine.
As long as the filter is changed regularly,

backpressure is normally not an issue.
However, if the oil filter is kept in service too
long, it becomes loaded with contaminants
and backpressure begins to build.
Eventually the filter can become so
clogged, little or no oil can flow. Operating
on the principal that dirty oil is better than
no oil, filters have a bypass valve that opens
when backpressure becomes too great.
This allows unfiltered oil to flow, maintain-
ing adequate oil pressure in the engine.
It is extremely important to note that

some BMW oil filters incorporate an anti-
drainback valve to keep the filter filled with

oil after the engine is shut off.  If you were to
buy an aftermarket replacement filter with-
out this valve, the bearings would be
starved for oil at start-up, resulting in rapid
wear and eventually a rod knock.  That's yet
another reason to buy Original BMW Parts.
Replacing an oil filter is a simple task, but

you should include several checks to iden-
tify and head off possible problems.

1.Look at the old filter before you remove 
it. Is it bulging or otherwise deformed?
A bulge means there is excessive oil 
pressure, normally caused by a faulty oil
pressure regulating valve in the oil 
pump. Test the oil pressure and if it is 
high, the pump must be replaced.

2.Is the old filter dented? A dent 
means that either a damaged filter was 
installed the last time—which should 
never be done—or something struck 
the filter. Inspect the area around the 
filter to see if there are any other 
signs of damage from the car 
hitting something.

. . . or the newer plastic type, BMW's cartridge oil filters are especially easy to service.
They're always in an accessible location.



Filter Tech

3.Carefully remove the old filter. Wipe 
the mounting surface on the engine 
with a clean rag. Inspect the mount for 
damage. And make sure the gasket 
from the old filter hasn’t come off and 
stuck to the engine. Remove it if it is 
still in place.

4.Look inside the old filter, is the center 
tube deformed? A bad center tube is 
not always visible, but if the tube is 
deformed, there is a chance that filter 
media or other pieces of the oil filter 
have entered the engine which can 
cause big problems. Test the 
lubrication systems to make sure oil 
pressure is within normal range and 
listen for any noises that indicate 
internal wear problems.

5.Typically, a center tube will be 
deformed because the filter by-pass 
valve or the oil pressure regulating 
valve malfunctioned due to using oil 
that was too thick in cold weather 
conditions, excessively contaminated 
oil, bits of carbon or other “hard” 
contaminants temporarily jamming a 
valve, excessive “racing” or hard 
acceleration with a cold engine.

6.Before installing the new filter, inspect 

it to make sure there are no dents or 
other signs of damage and that the 
gasket is securely attached. Never 
install a new filter that has any sign 
of damage.

7.Apply a light coat of engine oil to the 
gasket and install the filter. When the 
gasket starts to seat, tighten the filter 
another quarter turn (90 degrees). 
Do not over tighten.

8.Drain the old oil filter and dispose of it 
in compliance with all regulations.

Fuel filters

The job of a fuel filter has gotten much
harder than “back in the day” of seven psi
mechanical fuel pumps feeding 35-cents-
per-gallon gasoline to a carburetor. High-
pressure, high-volume fuel injectors
require a fuel filter that can handle much
higher pressures and capacities, and also
do a much better job of removing particu-
late material. The same piece of dirt or
other contaminant that an old carburetor
could have “swallowed” without a problem
would jam a modern fuel injector.
On late-model BMWs, the fuel filter does

double duty. In addition to working as a
conventional filter, its large size makes it a

With a fuel filter as sophisticated as this and with such a huge capacity, it would proba-
bly be unwise to replace it with anything but the original BMW part.
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fuel reservoir that dampens fuel pump pul-
sations. Fuel flow is smoother and steadier
as it leaves the filter and travels to the fuel
rail and injectors.
Fuel contaminants include dirt, rust,

other debris, and water. These contami-
nants can be external—coming from
somewhere in the fuel supply infrastruc-
ture. They can also be internal, caused by
fuel tank corrosion as a vehicle ages.
Since BMW started replacing metal fuel
tanks with plastic tanks years ago, internal
fuel system contamination has been vast-
ly reduced.
A clogged fuel filter will make itself known

by deteriorating engine performance, grad-
ual loss of power, bucking and stalling dur-
ing acceleration. In the case of a totally
clogged filter, there will be no performance
at all because not enough gasoline will get
through for start-up. Always inspect a
clogged filter and try to determine if the
contamination is coming from an aging fuel
tank or from outside the car.  You can use a
pipe cutter to open the old filter and inspect
the contents.
There is little, if anything, you can do

about external contamination, except to
suggest that your customer purchase fuel
from a different station. If the contamina-
tion is coming from the tank, say in an old
model BMW, the only solution is to drop it
and flush it, or replace it.

Cabin filters

If your customer’s BMW is a 1999 or
newer model, odds are it has a cabin filter.
And if it is a 2003 or newer, then it certainly
has a cabin filter. In 1999, BMW had these
on 90% of its new cars. Four years later, all
BMWs came with cabin filters.  This devel-
opment represents a new and promising
profit opportunity for you.
Surprisingly, cabin filters aren’t new. The

first recognized use of a passenger air filter
system was in the 1939 Nash “Weather
Eye” system. But the idea didn’t really
catch on -- Nash still went out of business.

Cabin air filters did not return to the auto-
motive scene until the mid-1980s when
deteriorating air quality became a major
issue in Europe. BMW realized that its
engines were breathing cleaner air than its
customers!
Today’s cabin filters do an excellent job of

removing smoke, dust, bacteria, mold
spores, pollens, and some exhaust gas
residues like toluene and n-butane. The fil-
ters also help protect the blower motor and
other components on the BMW heating
and air conditioning system.
Surprisingly, despite the near universal

use of cabin filters, many BMW owners
don’t even know they have one. And if they
don’t know they have a cabin filter, then
they certainly don’t know that it is probably
overdue for a change. The recommended
replacement interval is 12,000 to 15,000
miles, or annually, whichever comes first,
unless the car is driven in a very dusty or
otherwise contaminated areas.
Signs that a cabin air filter is clogged or

failing include reduce air flow from the
heating/AC system and a musty smell
inside the car, especially when the heater or
A/C is running. But those are signs of a fil-
ter long over due for replacement, like poor
performance is a sign that an engine air fil-
ter has been in there too long.
Selling replacement cabin filters should

be fairly easy when you explain that it pro-
tects the customer himself, not his car. It
represents a direct, personal benefit. As a
powerful visual aid, keep a dirty cabin filter
handy so you can show your customers
what he or she is protected against.  Also,
keep the old element to show the customer
that his or her money was well spent.
Whenever you promote any filter replace-

ment, don’t just treat it as a “low-tech” job,
even though filter replacement is easy to
do. Instead, sell the job in terms of benefits
to your customers and to their BMWs.
Regular filter changes will allow them to
keep driving their BMWs for many, many
miles, which means they will be your cus-
tomers for a long, long time.
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ANCHORAGE
BMW OF Anchorage
907.646.7500   Fax 907.646.7510

HUNTSVILLE
Century BMW 
256.536.3800   Fax 256.533.0670

IRONDALE
Tom Williams Imports
205.252.9512   Fax 205.323.0092

MOBILE
Grady BMW
251.476.0132   Fax 251.479.0992

MONTGOMERY
BMW of Montgomery
334.279.6955   Fax 334.272.0023

TUSCALOOSA
Townsend BMW
205.345.9811   Fax 205.345.1701

LITTLE ROCK
BMW of Little Rock
501.224.3200   Fax 501.907.0904

ROGERS
BMW of Northwest Arkansas
479.636.4155   Fax 479.631.7803

PHOENIX
BMW North Scottsdale
480.538.3900   Fax 480.538.3915

SCOTTSDALE
Chapman BMW
480.949.7600   Fax 480.947.0350

TUCSON
Don Mackey BMW
520.748.1333   Fax 520.748.0716

ALHAMBRA
New Century BMW
626.570.8444   Fax 323.283.1024

BAKERSFIELD
BMW of Bakersfield
661.835.8900   Fax 661.835.0486

BERKELEY
Weatherford BMW
510.654.8280   Fax 510.841.3022

BEVERLY HILLS
Beverly Hills BMW
310.358.7880   Fax 310.657.4671

BUENA PARK
Shelly BMW
714.994.8100   Fax 714.994.8103

CALABASAS
Bob Smith BMW
818.346.3144   Fax 818.598.2983

CAMARILLO
Steve Thomas BMW
805.482.8878   Fax 805.484.7867

CHICO
Courtesy Motors
530.893.1300   Fax 530.342.7901

CONCORD
BMW Concord
925.682.3577   Fax 925.671.4067

EL CAJON
Cunningham BMW
619.442.8888   Fax 619.440.3876

ENCINITAS
Harloff BMW
760.753.6301   Fax 760.944.6749

ESCONDIDO
Brecht BMW
760.745.3000   Fax 760.745.2180

EUREKA
Mid City Motor World
707.443.4871   Fax 707.443.7808

FREMONT
BMW of Fremont
888-346-8032   Fax 510.360.5930

FRESNO
Weber BMW
559.447.6700   Fax 559.447.6705

GLENDALE
Pacific BMW
818.246.5600   Fax 818.246.8100

IRVINE
Irvine BMW
949.380.1200   Fax 949.380.0454

LOS ANGELES
Nick Alexander Imports
323.583.1901   Fax 323.588.9985

MODESTO
Valley BMW
209.575.0269   Fax 209.550.2633

MONROVIA
Assael BMW
626.358.4269   Fax 626.358.2325

MOUNTAIN VIEW
BMW of Mountainview
650.943.1000   Fax 650.943.1038

NEWPORT BEACH
Sterling BMW
949.645.5900   Fax 949.645.7125

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
Century West BMW
818.505.7400   Fax 818.508.7735

NORWALK
McKenna BMW
562.868.3233   Fax 562.345.7182

OCEANSIDE
Continental Motors
760.722.1868   Fax 760.941.2752

ONTARIO
Savage BMW
909.390.7888   Fax 909.390.7899

PALM SPRINGS
BMW of Palm Springs
760.324.7071   Fax 760.324.9222

PLEASANTON
East Bay BMW
925.463.2555   Fax 925.463.2116

RIVERSIDE
BMW of Riverside
909.785.4444   Fax 909.785.6550

ROSEVILLE
BMW of Roseville
916.782.9434   Fax 916.969.5418

SACRAMENTO
Niello BMW
916.486.1011   Fax 916.487.4305

SAN DIEGO
BMW of San Diego
858.560.5050   Fax 858.560.5919

SAN FRANCISCO
BMW of San Francisco
415.863.9000   Fax 415.241.7944

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Coast BMW
805.543.4423   Fax 805.543.7669

SAN MATEO
Peter Pan BMW
650.349.9077   Fax 650.349.0549

SAN RAFAEL
Sonnen BMW
415.482.2000   Fax 415.482.2020

SANTA ANA
Crevier BMW
714.835.3171   Fax 714.835.0881

SANTA BARBARA
BMW of Santa Barbara
805.682.2000   Fax 805.563.9158

SANTA CLARA
Stevens Creek BMW
408.249.9070   Fax 408.296.0675

SANTA MARIA
BMW of Santa Maria
805.928.7744   Fax 805.349.8967

SANTA MONICA
Santa Monica BMW
310.829.3535   Fax 310.828.4598

SANTA ROSA
Prestige Imports
707.545.6602   Fax 707.523.2600

SEASIDE
My BMW
831.899.5555   Fax 831.899.5606

SHERMAN OAKS
Center BMW
818-990-9518   Fax 818-933-6978

SIGNAL HILL
Long Beach BMW
562.427.5494  Fax 562.426.0017

THOUSAND OAKS
Rusnak BMW
805.496.6500   Fax 805.496.0955

TORRANCE
South Bay BMW
310.939.7300   Fax 310.376.5761

VALENCIA
Valencia BMW
661.254.8000   Fax 661.254.8187

VISALIA
Surroz BMW
559.732.4700   Fax 559.625.8828

BOULDER
Gebhardt Motors, Inc.
303.447.8000   Fax 303.381.4114

COLORADO SPRINGS 
Phil Winslow BMW
719.473.1373   Fax 719.473.1975

DENVER
Murray Motor Imports
303.759.3400   Fax 303.756.3265

LITTLETON
Ralph Shomp BMW
303.798.3737   Fax 303.794.0545

LOVELAND
Co's BMW Center
970.292.5751   Fax 970.292.5719

BRIDGEPORT
BMW of Bridgeport
203.334.1672   Fax 203.330.6070

DARIEN
Continental BMW of Darien
203.656.1804   Fax 203.656.1802

GREENWICH
BMW of Greenwich
203.661.1725   Fax 203.869.2707

HARTFORD
New Country Motor Cars, Inc.
860.522.6134   Fax 860.549.8667

NEW LONDON
BMW of New London
860.447.3141   Fax 860.447.8159

NORTH HAVEN
BMW of North Haven
203.239.7272   Fax 203.287.0471

RIDGEFIELD
RidgefieldBMW                                       
203.438.0471   Fax 203.431.7821

WATERTOWN
BMW of Watertown
860.274.7515   Fax 860.274.7714

MILFORD
I. G. Burton & Co., Inc.
302.424.3042   Fax 302.424.6450

WILMINGTON
Union Park BMW
302.658.7245   Fax 302.573.5201

COCONUT CREEK
Vista Motor Company
954.935.2700   Fax 954.935.2766

DAYTONA BEACH
Daytona BMW
386.274.1200   Fax 386.274.4656

FORT LAUDERDALE
Lauderdale Imports, LTD./ BMW
954.527.3800   Fax 954.527.3841

FORT MYERS  
BMW of Fort Meyers
239.433.8378   Fax 239.481.0198

FORT PIERCE
Coggin Motor Mall
772.466.7000   Fax 772.461.8240

FORT WALTON BEACH
Quality BMW
850.863.2161   Fax 850.863.1217

GAINESVILLE
All Pro BMW of Gainesville
888.861.4140   Fax 352.237.0256

JACKSONVILLE
Tom Bush Regency Motors
904.725.0911   Fax 904.724.2071

LAKELAND
Fields BMW - Lakeland
863.816.1234   Fax 863.858,8224

YOUR ORIGINAL BMW PARTS SOURCE

ALASKA

ALABAMA

ARKANSAS

ARIZONA

CALIFORNIA

COLORADO

CONNECTICUT

DELAWARE

FLORIDA
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MELBOURNE
The Imported Car Store, Inc.
321.727.3788   Fax 321.725.0559

MIAMI
Braman BMW
305.571.1220   Fax 305.571.1202

MIAMI
South Motors BMW
305.256.2200 Fax 305.232.3536 

NAPLES
Germain BMW of Naples
239.643.2220   Fax 239.643.2931

OCALA
All Pro BMW  of Ocala
877.343.4732   Fax 352.373.9363

PALM HARBOR
Ferman BMW
727.785.3900   Fax 727.787.8727

PENSACOLA
Sandy Sansing BMW
850.477.1855   Fax 850.479.2216

SAINT PETERSBURG
Bert Smith International
727.527.1111   Fax 727.522.8512

SARASOTA
Southpointe BMW
941.923.2700   Fax 941.923.0429

TALLAHASSEE
Capital Eurocars, Inc.
850.574.3777   Fax 850.575.7898

TAMPA
Reeves Import Motorcars, Inc.
813-933-2813   Fax 813-915-0310

WEST PALM BEACH
Braman Motorcars
561.684.6666   Fax 561.697.5254

WINTER PARK
Fields BMW
407.628.2100 Fax 407.628.0309

ALBANY
BMW of Albany
229.883.2040   Fax 229.435.1505

ATHENS
Athens BMW
706.549.5340   Fax 706.546.7928

ATLANTA
Global Imports
770.951.2697   Fax 770.933.7850

AUGUSTA
Taylor BMW
706.868.6400   Fax 706.868.2125

COLUMBUS
BMW of Columbus
706.576.6700   Fax 706.576.6796

DECATUR
Nalley BMW of Decatur
404.292.1400   Fax 404.297.9134

DULUTH
United BMW
770.476.8800   Fax 770.622.8272

MACON
BMW of Macon
478.757.7000   Fax 478.757.1801

SAVANNAH
Critz BMW
912.354.7000   Fax 912.353.3360

UNION CITY
Hank Aaron BMW
770.969.0755   Fax 678.479.4685

HONOLULU
BMW of Honolulu
808.597.1225   Fax 808.592.0282

BOISE
Peterson Autoplex
208.378.9000   Fax 208.378.9090

IDAHO FALLS
BMW of Idaho Falls
208.529.4269   Fax 208.523.9010

BARRINGTON
Motor Werks of Barrington, Inc
847.381.8900   Fax 847.381.0115

BLOOMINGTON
Dennison BMW
309.663.1331   Fax 309.662.2077

CHICAGO
Perillo BMW, Inc.
312.981.0000   Fax 312.981.0076

CRYSTAL LAKE
Anderson Motor Co. of Crystal
815.455.4330   Fax 815.455.3428

ELMHURST
Elmhurst BMW
630.833.7945   Fax 630.833.7936

LAKE BLUFF
Karl Knauz Motors
847.604.5000   Fax 847.604.5035

NAPERVILLE
Bill Jacobs BMW
630.357.1200  Fax 630.357.9835

NORTHFIELD
Fields BMW
847.441.5300   Fax 847.441.1530

O FALLON
Newbold BMW
618.628.7000   Fax 618.628.7300

ORLAND PARK
BMW of Orland Park
708.460.4545   Fax 708.460.8771

PEORIA
BMW of Peoria
309.692.4840   Fax 309.692.5143

ROCKFORD
Bachrodt BMW
815.332.4700   Fax 815.332.5838

SAVOY
Twin CityBMW
217.356.0303   Fax 217.356.7594

SCHAUMBURG
Patrick BMW
847.843.4000   Fax 847.843.4022

SPRINGFIELD
Isringhausen Imports
217.528.2042   Fax 217.528.8146

WESTMONT
Laurel BMW of Westmont
630.654.5400   Fax 630.323.2450

EVANSVILLE
D-Patrick Motoplex
812.473.6500   Fax 812.471.7767

FORT WAYNE
Tomkinson Automotive
260.436.9000   Fax 260.432.6593

INDIANAPOLIS
Dreyer & Reinbold, Inc.
317.573.0200   Fax 317.573.0208

LAFAYETTE
Bill Defouw BMW
765.449.2800   Fax 765.449.2880

SCHERERVILLE
Levin BMW
219.922.2222   Fax 219.922.2232

SOUTH BEND 
Basney BMW
574.272.8504   Fax 574.271.9104

CEDAR RAPIDS
Bob Zimmerman BMW
319.366.4000   Fax 319.364.6972

DAVENPORT
Kimberly Imports
563.391.8300   Fax 563.391.0526

DUBUQUE
Dan Kruse BMW
563.583.7345   Fax 563.583.7349

URBANDALE
BMW of Des Moines
515.278.4808   Fax 515.278.4371

MERRIAM
Baron BMW
913.722.5100   Fax 913.722.5192

TOPEKA
Sunflower BMW
785.266.8480   Fax 785.266.3602

WICHITA
Joe Self BMW
316.689.4390   Fax 316.689.4399

BOWLING GREEN
BMW of Bowling Green
270.745.0001   Fax 270.745.9040

LEXINGTON
Don Jacobs BMW
859.276.3546   Fax 859.278.0723

LOUISVILLE
Sam Swope BMW
502.499.5080   Fax 502.499.4476

PADUCAH
Bluegrass BMW
270.444.6632   Fax 270.442.9765

ALEXANDRIA
Walker BMW
318.445.6421   Fax 318.449.4682

BATON ROUGE
Brian Harris BMW
225.754.1200   Fax 225.751.5351

KENNER
Peake BMW
504.469.6165   Fax 504.464.3028

LAFAYETTE
Moss Motors, Inc.
337.235.9086   Fax 337.233.4995

MONROE
Hixson Autoplex
318.388.3300   Fax 318.361.5851

SHREVEPORT
Orr BMW
318.797.0700   Fax 318.797.8308

WESTBROOK
Bill Dodge BMW

207.854.3200   Fax 207.854.3210
ANNAPOLIS
Tate BMW
410.349.9312   Fax 410.349.2570

BALTIMORE
Russel BMW
410.744.2000   Fax 410.744.2523

BEL AIR
BMW of Bel Air
866-882-1269   Fax 443-640-1234 

MARLOW HEIGHTS
Passport BMW
301.423.2700   Fax 301.423.8936

OWINGS MILLS
Northwest BMW
410.902.8700   Fax 410.363.6839

ROCKVILLE
Vob Auto Sales
301.984.8989   Fax 301.984.0798

SILVER SPRING
Tischer BMW of Silver Spring
301.890.3000   Fax 301.890.9230

TOWSON
BMW of Towson
410.296.7900   Fax 410.324.4030

BOSTON
Herb Chambers BMW
617.731.1700   Fax 617.731.1555

HYANNIS
Trans-Atlantic Motors, Inc.
508.775.4526   Fax 508.771.6113

NATICK
Foreign Motors West
800.338.3198   Fax 508.881.7578

NORWOOD
BMW Gallery
781.762.2691   Fax 781.762.6787

PEABODY
BMW of Peabody
978.538.9900   Fax 978.538.9911

PITTSFIELD
Flynn BMW
413.443.4702   Fax 413.442.4515

SHREWSBURY
Wagner BMW of Shrewsbury
508.845.0505   Fax 508.869.3398

WEST SPRINGFIELD
Bmw of West Springfield
413.746.1722   Fax 413.746.1763

ANN ARBOR
BMW of Ann Arbor
734.663.3309   Fax 734.663.0685

BLOOMFIELD HILLS
Erhard BMW of Bloomfield Hills
248.642.6565   Fax 248.642.6517

FARMINGTON HILLS
Erhard BMW of Farmington Hills
248.306.6800   Fax 248.699.3001

GRAND BLANC
Grand Blanc BMW
810.695.4400   Fax 810.695.8027

GRAND RAPIDS
Sharpe BMW
616.452.5101   Fax 616.452.1101

KALAMAZOO  
Harold Zeigler BMW
269.375.4500   Fax 269.372.8627   

OKEMOS
BMW of Lansing

HAWAII

IDAHO

ILLINOIS

INDIANA

IOWA

KANSAS

KENTUCKY

LOUISIANA

MAINE

MARYLAND

MICHIGAN

MASSACHUSETTS

GEORGIA
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732.440.1200   Fax 732.440.1239
FLEMINGTON
Flemington BMW
908.824.2441   Fax 908.824.9913

FREEHOLD
King BMW
732.462.0042   Fax 732.308.3869

LEBANON
Hunterdon BMW
908.236.6302   Fax 908.236.2934

MARLTON
Desimone BMW, Ltd.
856.983.8400   Fax 856.983.5205

MAYWOOD
Park Avenue BMW
201.843.8112   Fax 201.843.3251

MORRISTOWN
Morristown BMW
973.455.0700   Fax 973.455.0273

MOUNTAIN LAKES
Denville BMW
973.627.0700   Fax 973.402.7805

NEWTON
Bell BMW
973.579.2600   Fax 973.579.3062

PLEASANTVILLE
Marty Sussman, Inc.
609.641.1900   Fax 609.641.9233

PRINCETON
Princeton BMW
609.452.9400   Fax 609.452.7103

RAMSEY
Prestige BMW
201.327.2525   Fax 201.327.4921

SPRINGFIELD 
JMK Auto Sales
973.379.7744   Fax 973.379.3896

TENAFLY
Difeo BMW
201.568.9000   Fax 201.568.5301

TURNERSVILLE
BMW of Turnersville
856.629.5500   Fax 856.629.8673

WAYNE
Paul Miller BMW
973.696.6060   Fax 973.696.0235

ALBUQUERQUE
Sandia BMW
505.884.0066   Fax 505.884.9137

SANTA FE
Santa Fe BMW
505.474.0066   Fax 505.474.0077

LAS VEGAS
Desert BMW of Las Vegas
702.871.1010   Fax 702.870.6711

RENO
Bill Pearce BMW
775.826.2100   Fax 775.689.2157

BROOKLYN
Life Quality Motor Sales, Inc.
718.272.0555   Fax 718.272.3957

DOUGLASTON
BMW of Bayside
718.229.4400   Fax 718.428.8222

ENDICOTT
Gault Auto Sport

607.748.8244   Fax 607.484.9073

FREEPORT
Hassel BMW
516.223.6160   Fax 516.867.4533

GLENMONT
Capital Cities Imported Cars
518.463.3141   Fax 518.463.3193

HARRIMAN
Orange County BMW
845.446.4714   Fax 845.446.4768

HUNTINGTON STATION
Habberstad BMW
631.271.7177   Fax 631.421.5345

LATHAM
Keeler Motor Car Company
518.785.4197   Fax 518.785.4190

MAMARONECK
Pace BMW
914.670.0011   Fax 914.670.0066

MOUNT KISCO
Endurance Motorcars
914.666.5181   Fax 914.666.6973

NEW YORK
BMW of Manhatten
212.586.2269   Fax 212.262.8722

NORTH SYRACUSE
Burdick BMW
315.458.7590   Fax 315.458.7601

OYSTER BAY
BMW of Oyster Bay
516.922.0930   Fax 516.922.5133

PORT CHESTER
BMW of Greenwich
800.926.9727   Fax 914.798.6550 

POUGHKEEPSIE
BMW of The Hudson Valley
845.462.1030   Fax 845.462.3465

ROCHESTER
Holtz House of Vehicles, Inc.
585.359.7373   Fax 585.359.7383

ROSLYN
Rallye Motors, LLC
516.625.1616   Fax 516.625.0055

SOUTHAMPTON
BMW of The Hamptons
631.283.0888   Fax 631.283.0792

SPRING VALLEY
Wide World of Cars, LLC
845.425.2600   Fax 845.425.7387

ST. JAMES
Competition BMW of Smithtown
631.265.2208   Fax 631.265.0018

UTICA
Carbone BMW
315.797.1520   Fax 315.734.0742

WILLIAMSVILLE
Towne BMW
716.505.2100   Fax 716.505.2110

WHITE PLAINS
Westchester BMW
914.761.5555   Fax 914.761.7297

CHAPEL HILL
Performance BMW
919.942.3191   Fax 919.969.2313

CHARLOTTE
Hendrick Motors
704.535.0885   Fax 704.531.3282

FAYETTEVILLE
Valley Auto World

910.864.0000   Fax 910.864.7742

FLETCHER
Fletcher Motor Company
866.561.4269   Fax 828.681.9948

GREENSBORO
Crown BMW
336.323.3900   Fax 336.323.3850

HICKORY
Hendrick Motors
828.322.5640   Fax 828.431.2404

KINSTON
Sale BMW
252.522.3611   Fax 252.522.4441

RALEIGH
Leith BMW
919.876.5432   Fax 919.790.1239

WILMINGTON
Schaeffer BMW
910.392.2700   Fax 910.392.3059

WINSTON SALEM
Flow BMW
336.788.3333   Fax 336.785.7959

AKRON
Dave Walter Inc.
330.762.0791   Fax 330.762.4758

CINCINNATI
Jake Sweeney BMW
513.782.1122   Fax 513.782.1123

CINCINNATI
The BMW Store
513.271.8700   Fax 513.271.3587

COLUMBUS
Kelly BMW
614.471.2277   Fax 614.475.1988

DAYTON
Frank Z Imports
937.890.5323   Fax 937.890.8802

DAYTON
Voss Village BMW
937.428.2350   Fax 937.428.2312

DUBLIN
Midwestern BMW
614.889.2571   Fax 614.889.2877

MENTOR
Classic BMW 
440.255.6600   Fax 440.255.1796

MIDDLEBURG HEIGHTS
Ganley BMW
440.845.9333   Fax 440.887.9122

NORTH CANTON
Cain BMW
330.494.8855   Fax 330.494.8709

SOLON
BMW Cleveland
440.542.0600   Fax 440.542.0700

TOLEDO
Yark BMW
419.842.7900   Fax 419.843.2986

WARREN
Preston BMW
330.369.4611   Fax 330.369.6435

EDMUND
Jackie Cooper Imports, Inc.
405.755.3600   Fax 405.755.9069

TULSA
Crown BMW
918.663.4444   Fax 918.664.8671

BEAVERTON
Kuni BMW

517-853-2628   Fax 517-853-2661
SHELBY TOWNSHIP
Bavarian Motor Village, Ltd.
248.997.7700   Fax 248.997.7766

TRAVERSE CITY
Grand Traverse Auto Company
231.929.6532   Fax 231.929.6585

BLOOMINGTON
Motor Werks BMW
952.888.2700   Fax 952.886.6363

MINNETONKA
Sears Imported Autos, Inc.
952.546.5301   Fax 952.546.2899

ROCHESTER
Park Place BMW
507.282.9468   Fax 507.282.5424

JACKSON
Herrin-Gear BMW of Jackson
601.956.9696   Fax 601.991.9831

MERIDIAN
Sunbelt BMW
601.483.8131   Fax 601.482.8027

CLAYTON
Autohaus of Clayton
314.727.8870   Fax 314.727.9345

COLUMBIA
Joe Machens BMW
573.445.4450   Fax 573.446.2140

CREVE COEUR
Plaza Motor Company
314.301.1705   Fax 314.301.1730

MANCHESTER
Suntrup West County BMW
636.227.5454   Fax 636.227.5455

SPRINGFIELD
Reliable BMW
417.889.9200   Fax 417.889.5518

GRAND ISLAND
BMW of Grand Island
308.382.4662   Fax 3308.382.0421

LINCOLN
BMW of Lincoln
402.479.7600   Fax 402.479.7663

OMAHA
John Markel, Inc.
402.393.9700   Fax 402.255.3403

NASHUA
Tulley BMW
603.888.5050   Fax 603.888..5043

STRATHAM
BMW of Stratham
603.772.0000   Fax 603.772.9381

BLOOMFIELD 
Essex BMW
973.748.8200   Fax 973.748.6375

EDISON
Open Road BMW
732.985.4575   Fax 732.985.4347

EATONTOWN
Circle BMW

MINNESOTA

MISSISSIPPI

MISSOURI

NEBRASKA

NEW JERSEY NEW YORK NORTH CAROLINA

OHIO

NEW MEXICO

NEVADA

OKLAHOMA
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503-748-5460   Fax 503-748-5414

BEND
Carrera BMW
541.382.1711 Fax 541.389.2144
EUGENE
BMW of Eugene
541.342.1763   Fax 541.431.4300

MEDFORD
Medford BMW
541.779.5071   Fax 541.774.8429

PORTLAND
Rasmussen BMW
503.226.0380   Fax 503.273.4278

SALEM
Delon BMW
503.399.9541   Fax 503.585.5933

ALLENTOWN
Daniels BMW
877.820.4269   Fax 610.820.2990

BALA CYNWYD
BMW of The Main Line
610.668.2200   Fax 610.667.2158

DEVON
Devon Hill Motors
610.687.9350   Fax 610.687.9360

DOYLESTOWN
Thompson BMW
215.340.9823   Fax 215.340.9361

ERIE
New Motors, Inc.
814.868.4805   Fax 814.864.0001

FORT WASHINGTON
West German BMW
215.643.3322   Fax 215.643.2256

JOHNSTOWN
Laurel BMW 
814.262.7028   Fax 814.266.2612

LANCASTER
Faulkner BMW
717.569.4269   Fax 717.569.2736

LARKSVILLE
Wyoming Valley Motors
570.288.7411   Fax 570.283.6501

MC MURRAY
Bobby Rahal BMW of South Hills
724.941.7000   Fax 724.941.7632

MECHANICSBURG
Sun Motor Cars BMW
717.697.2300   Fax 717.697.0836

MONROEVILLE
A & L BMW
412.373.6071   Fax 412.856.0114

MONTOURSVILLE
Fairfield BMW
570.368.8121   Fax 570.368.8644

PITTSBURGH
P&W Foreign Car Service, Inc.
412.682.0788   Fax 412.682.3706

READING
Dick Horrigan BMW
610.777.1500   Fax 610.775.9377

SCRANTON
Tom Hesser BMW

570.343.1221   Fax 570.343.5209
SEWICKLEY
Sewickley BMW
412.741.9331   Fax 412.741.7760

STATE COLLEGE
Joel Confer BMW
814.237.5713   Fax 814.238.0154

WEST CHESTER
Otto's BMW
610.399.6800  Fax 610.399.4193

YORK
Apple BMW of York
717.845.6689   Fax 717.843.4903

HATO REY
Autogermana BMW
787.474.7001   Fax 787.474.7034

MIDDLETOWN
Newport Imports, Inc.
401.847.9600   Fax 401.848.5860

WEST WARWICK
Inskip BMW
401.821.1510   Fax 401.821.2004

BEACH ISLAND
Taylor BMW
706.819.5356   Fax 706.442.4408

BLUFFTON
Hilton Head BMW
843.815.1500   Fax 843.815.1547

CHARLESTON 
Rick Hendrick Imports
843.763.8403   Fax 843.763.8489

COLUMBIA
Hancock BMW
803.754.9241   Fax 803.754.7865

CONWAY
Fowler Motors, Inc.
843.347.4271   Fax 843.347.7762

FLORENCE
Imports of Florence
843.662.8711   Fax 843.669.0064

GREENVILLE
Century BMW 
864.234.6437   Fax 864.234.3373

SIOUX FALLS
Vern Eide BMW of Sioux Falls
605-335-3000   Fax 605-367-1120

CHATTANOOGA
BMW of Chattanooga
423.894.5660   Fax 423.894.7675

CORDOVA
Roadshow BMW
901.365.2584   Fax 901.365.2531

KINGSPORT
Rick Hill BMW
423.246.7421   Fax 423.224.2133

KNOXVILLE
Grayson BMW
865.693.4555   Fax 865.691.3917

NASHVILLE
BMW of Nashville

615.850.4040   Fax 615.850.4000
AMARILLO
Autoplex BMW
806.359.2886   Fax 806.359.2891

ARLINGTON
Moritz BMW
817.436.5750   Fax 817.436.5768

AUSTIN
BMW of Austin
512.343.3500   Fax 512.343.3525

BEAUMONT
BMW of Beaumont
409.833.7100   Fax 409.833.3544

BRYAN
Garlyn Shelton BMW
979.776.7600   Fax979.776.8203

CORPUS CHRISTI
Coastal Motorcars, LTD
361.991.5555   Fax 361.991.5791

DALLAS
BMW of Dallas
972.247.7233   Fax 972.243.0517

EL PASO
BMW of El Paso
915.778.9381   Fax 915.779.8952

FORT WORTH
Autobahn Imports, LP
817.336.0885   Fax 817.339.8982

HARLINGEN
Cardenas BMW
956.425.2400   Fax 956.421.3596

HOUSTON
Advantage BMW
713.289.1200   Fax 713.289.1207

HOUSTON
BMW of Houston North-Woodlands
281.874.1553   Fax 936.271.3011

HOUSTON
Momentum BMW  
713.596.3100   Fax 713.596.3285

LUBBOCK
Alderson European Motors
806.763.8041   Fax 806.742.8613

MCALLEN
Bert Ogdon BMW
956.631.6666   Fax 956.668.7701

ODESSA
BMW of Permian Basin
432.580.5911   Fax 432.580.8161

RICHARDSON
Classic BMW 
972.918.1100   Fax 972.680.1508

SAN ANTONIO
BMW Center
210.732.7121   Fax 210.785.2811

THE WOODLANDS
BMW of Houston N. in The Woodlands
866.498.2154   Fax 936.271.3069

TEMPLE
Garlyn Shelton Imports
254.771.0128   Fax 254.771.3378

TYLER
Mike Pyle BMW
903.561.7049   Fax 903.534.9484

WICHITA FALLS
Joe Pistocco BMW-Wichita Falls

940.322.5451   Fax940.322.4207
MURRAY
BMW of Murray
801.262.2479   Fax 801.266.9039

ARLINGTON
BMW of Arlington
703.684.8500   Fax 703.549.4210

CHARLOTTESVILLE
BMW of Charlottesville
434.979.7222   Fax 434.984.1139

FAIRFAX
BMW of Fairfax
703.560.2300   Fax 703.560.8931

LYNCHBURG
Hammersley BMW
434.385.6226   Fax 434.385.0642

NEWPORT NEWS
Casey BMW
757.591.1300   Fax 757.591.1327

RICHMOND
Richmond BMW
804.346.0812   Fax 804.747.8578

ROANOKE
Valley BMW
540.342.3733   Fax 540.345.9060

STERLING
BMW of Sterling
571.434.1944   Fax 571.434.7722

VIRGINIA  BEACH
Checkered Flag BMW
757.490.1111   Fax 757.687.3508

SHELBURNE
The Automaster
802.985.8482   Fax 802.985.3750

BELLEVUE
BMW of Bellevue
425.643.4544   Fax 425.643.1027

SEATTLE
BMW Seattle
206.328.8787   Fax 206.777.1354

SPOKANE
Camp BMW
509.458.3288   Fax 509.744.1108

TACOMA
BMW Northwest
253.922.8700   Fax 253.922.0180

YAKIMA
Hahn Motor Company
509.453.9171   Fax 509.457.6598

SAINT ALBANS
Moses BMW
304.722.4900   Fax 304.722.4999

APPLETON
Enterprise BMW
920.749.2020   Fax 920.749.2030

GLENDALE
Concours Inc.
414.290.4250   Fax 414.290.4242

MADISON
Zimbrick BMW
608-443-3900   Fax 608-442-1804

WEST ALLIS
International Autos
414.543.3000   Fax 414.543.2804

PENNSYLVANIA RHODE ISLAND

SOUTH CAROLINA

SOUTH DAKOTA

TENNESSEE

TEXAS UTAH

VIRGINIA

VERMONT

WASHINGTON

WISCONSIN

WEST VIRGINIA
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Photos are for illustrative purposes only and are based upon the latest information available. European vehicles or product may be shown. Vehicles may also be pictured
with non-US or optional equipment. We make reasonable efforts to provide accurate information but we do not provide a warranty of accuracy. Consult your  authorized
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